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Consult the following websites for lists of controlled substances in Mexico: See if you can get him to clean his sinus
cavity with a neti pot. All times are GMT Playa del Carmen Posts: These are "controlados", and need a prescription.
The poor thing has been sleeping in our guest room. I don't think there are rules for anything here, including medicine!
Originally Posted by Rissask. Keep in mind that you need a passport or equivalent document to be able to return to the
United States. I will mention it to him. Just put it to him Add Thread to del. It is available in the US with a prescription.
Recently, a few new rules have been put into effect in Tijuana and the rest of Mexico. Keep in mind that the generics
may be somewhat weaker than the non-generic medications. If this occurs, you may not be able to use the prescription
again to get more medication from another pharmacy. I saw a news report a couple of years ago about Americans
crossing the border into Mexico to purchase drugs like Vicodin OTC. Hi SarahB, What type of presciption did you get
for pink eye. But that's if they catch you, I guess.Jul 22, - For the most part, you can purchase prescription medications
in Mexico without a prescription. The only exception is you can't bring back meds that are in the controlled substance
list. Also Examples of common medications in the controlled substance list are Oxycontin, Tylenol with Codeine, and
Cipro. Mar 31, - Specifically, products that contain stimulants (medicines that contain pseudoephedrine, such as Actifed,
Sudafed, and Vicks inhalers) or codeine are prohibited. Even medicines that are considered over the counter in the
United States may be a controlled substance in Mexico and you can be arrested for. Nov 23, - Answer 1 of We have
bought various medications with a prescription on cruises to Cozumel and just curious what we could buy in Cabo we
will be there on In Mexico, medications such as Valium, Vicodin, Placidyl, Ambien, codeine, pseudoefedrine, Demerol,
morphine, and Ativan are not legally sold. Is it possible to buy Tynenal 3 (generic name, acetaminophen/codeine)
without a perscription in pharmacies in Mexico. Although I wouldn't want to use the stuff without some serious pain, I
would bet that you can buy it in Mexico. 2 Tylenol is available here OTC (I have never come across Tylenol 3).Bringing
prescription opioids overland into Mexico? Oxycodone is a semisynthetic auxiliary of codeine that goes about as a
sedative agony easing more solid and addicting than codeine. Oxycodone is used to You can buy almost any medicine at
a Mexican pharmacy, without the need for a prescription, even antidepressants like Altruline (sertraline). The only
exceptions. In most cases you will save a lot of money buying here, but be careful, the pharmacies in the tourist areas
jack up the prices a lot. A lot. Drive into the barrio and pay Mexican prices, not sucker American prices. And don't buy
within a mile of the cruise ships, those are the target of these robber drug stores. Best bet is buy at. Mar 19, - Valium and
30mg Codeine, both require prescriptions from a physician that holds the proper license to write them, many can't nor
can dentists prescribe controlled Any product that you see advertised on U.S. television (usually hideously expensive)
will typically be cheaper, some way cheaper in Mexico. Feb 13, - Well-known for its busy main street and many
landmarks, Tijuana is a popular destination for many tourists in Mexico. If you At these pharmacies, you will be able to
find muscle relaxants, Viagra, and even pain medications. If you This will make the process of buying medications
much easier for you. Apr 8, - One important piece of international travel that can fall to the wayside is doing research on
local laws and customs. This has been highlighted with recent reports of American travelers being detained for
unknowingly bringing banned substances into Mexico. traveling-to-mexico-think-twice-about-what-otc-. Aug 28, FOUR of the Mexican codeine tablets had less pain-killing effect than one, single, lowest-dose of U.S.A. oxycodone.
The sad part is TYLEX, .. I guess if you go in an alley and risk a dope rip off (life is worthless in Mexico) you can buy
dummy placebos for your monthly pill counts.. To fool the doc that you.
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